
The Best American Short Plays 1994-1995:
Delving into a Captivating Collection of
Theatrical Gems
The world of theatre is a treasure trove of tales, emotions, and craftsmanship.
One of the most intriguing aspects of this art form is the ability to convey profound
messages and provoke intense emotions in a short span of time. A short play is
like a concentrated dose of theatrical brilliance, capturing the essence of a story
with remarkable conciseness and impact.

In the realm of American theatre, the collection known as The Best American
Short Plays has become a revered annual tradition. In this article, we delve into
the 1994-1995 edition, exploring the rich tapestry of narratives and performances
that make it a must-read for theatre enthusiasts.

The Best American Short Plays: An

Since its inception in 1915, The Best American Short Plays series has been a
platform for highlighting exceptional talent in the field of American theatre.
Curated by renowned editor William W. Demastes, each volume takes a deep
dive into the best short plays published during a specific year, showcasing the
diverse creativity and innovation within the industry.
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The 1994-1995 edition is an exemplary representation of this tradition, capturing
the vitality of American theatre during that period. With its carefully selected
assortment of plays, it offers readers an exploration of various themes, styles,
and perspectives.

Exploring the Theatrical Gems of 1994-1995

The Best American Short Plays 1994-1995 is a dazzling tapestry woven with
sixteen remarkable plays. One of the standout pieces is "Almost Heaven" by
Keith Reddin. Set in a brothel run by the devil, the play delves into themes of
tragedy, redemption, and human nature. Its intricate dialogue and thought-
provoking storyline are bound to leave audiences pondering long after the curtain
falls.

Another gem in this collection is "Our Lady of Fools" by Horton Foote. Depicting
the struggles of a small-town Texas family, the play combines heart-wrenching
emotion with delicate comedic moments. Foote's masterful writing creates
characters that resonate with the audience, reflecting the complexities of
everyday life.
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Furthermore, Wendy MacLeod's "The Water Children" presents a powerful
exploration of the contentious topic of abortion. A captivating blend of humor,
tragedy, and social commentary, this play ignites conversations and challenges
preconceived notions, leaving a profound impact on its spectators.

The Significance of The Best American Short Plays

Why should theatre enthusiasts and aspiring playwrights engage with The Best
American Short Plays 1994-1995? This collection goes beyond merely
showcasing successful works; it serves as an educational resource, offering
insights into the craft and providing inspiration for future artists. Within its pages,
readers will discover diverse styles, innovative storytelling techniques, and
thought-provoking themes. It is a treasure trove for anyone hoping to delve into
the intricacies of the theatrical world.

Moreover, this collection proves that the power of storytelling knows no
boundaries. These short plays cover a broad range of subjects, from the deeply
personal to the politically charged, challenging conventional ideas and celebrating
the human spirit. They remind readers of the transformative power of theatre and
its ability to touch hearts and minds.

Embrace the Magic of Short Plays

The Best American Short Plays 1994-1995 offers readers a tantalizing glimpse
into the captivating world of American theatre during that period. Its sixteen
unique plays showcase the talent, creativity, and passion that make this art form
so extraordinary.

Whether you are a theatre enthusiast, an aspiring playwright, or someone who
appreciates the beauty of storytelling, this collection is a must-read. Prepare to be



mesmerized by the theatrical gems it holds, and allow yourself to be transported
into the realm of emotions, imagination, and sheer brilliance.
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(Applause Books). Christopher Durang * Craig Fols * J.E. Franklin * David Mamet
* Steve Martin * Elaine May * Max Mitchell * Rich Orloff * Jacquelyn Reingold *
Ronald Ribman * Murray Schisgal * Jules Tasca * Thornton Wilder * Doug Wright.
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